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Dolphin Trail  
  

 

Sunday 

The meeting time at Lisbon airport is 17:30. You are 

transferred 100 km south to the region of Grandola.  

Your accommodation for the night is Herdade das 

Barradas da Serra, a rural house with typical 

‘Alentejana’ architecture, charming staff and equipped 

with the comforts of a modern hotel.  

https://www.barradasdaserra.pt/ 

Here you will find a relaxed atmosphere where you 

can swim in the pool or rest in the comfortable rooms 

before your first day on horseback. Settle into your 

room and later at dinner meet your guide and learn all 

about the trail. 

 

Please note that it is sometimes necessary to 

substitute riding routes and use other hotels of similar 

or greater standard, but always with your best 

interests at heart. 

Monday 

It is a short drive of c. 20 minutes to meet your horses. 

Today you ride south through the Serra de Grândola in 

the direction of Santiago do Cacém. Ride along farm 

tracks round and up and over hills covered in cork-oak 

plantations. 

 

After a tasty picnic and a rest, continue through the 

forests of pines and cork oaks until you reach the 

Quinta da Ortiga where you leave your horses before a 

short transfer to your hotel, Quinta de Malmedra. 

www.quintademalmedra.com 

Tuesday 

Today you explore the forest of eucalyptus in the 

vicinity of the hotel. Have a picnic and maybe a swim 

at Morgavel’s Water Reservoir. Afterwards, you may 

enjoy some great canters on sandy tracks. Return to 

your hotel Quinta de Malmedra for dinner and to 

overnight. 

For those who are interested you are also near some 

cultural attractions including the Castle of Santiago 

and Roman ruins of Mirobriga.  

 

Wednesday 

Today, either in the morning or afternoon, you drive 

(c. 30 minutes) north to the Sado River and join a 2 

hour boat trip to see the dolphins play in the estuary. 
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Sightings cannot be guaranteed but are very likely. For 

more information on the dolphins see 

www.vertigemazul.com. Please note that the boat trip 

is subject to weather conditions. 

 

Today’s ride from the Pousada is along sandy trails 

through fields and forests, allowing several long 

canters. You ride past the Santo Andre Lagoon - in this 

beautiful place you may see flamingos and storks. Ride 

past the rice fields of the area, which in late summer 

prior to harvest are an astonishing colour of green.  

Dinner and overnight at Hotel Vila Park 

http://www.vilapark.com 

Thursday 

Ride from Hotel Vila Park onto the beach. This ride is 

at dawn to avoid the holiday makers on the beach. It is 

a beautiful ride at first light as the sun rises over the 

dunes. If the tides are right and the sand hard you 

should enjoy some beach canters before reaching a 

lovely rest spot in the pine forest. 

You have the rest of the morning to rest and relax 

until lunch. The beach is nearby and there is great bird 

watching at the nearby lagoon. Depending on the time 

of year you may wish to pack a bag with warm clothes 

or shorts/bathers or a book and put in the vehicle 

which will meet you here. 

 

 

After lunch you ride through the sand dunes before 

arriving back at Hotel Vila Park. Dinner is at a local 

restaurant. 

Friday 

Today you ride from Hotel Vila Park towards Grândola. 

You ride from the sandy tracks of the pine and 

eucalyptus forests to the red ground of the hills of 

Grândola where you may see some herds of cows or 

sheep.  

 

The horses stay at a field near to Grândola, while you 

return to Barradas da Serra with the opportunity for a 

refreshing swim before dinner. 

Saturday 

Today you ride through the undulating landscape of 

the Sierra of Grândola. Ride through picturesque 

villages, where the noise of the shoes of your horses 

attract the curious inhabitants of the village out of 

their houses. Say your goodbyes to the horses and 

transfer back to Barradas da Serra for a farewell 

dinner and overnight.  
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Sunday 

After breakfast transfer back to Lisbon for your flight 

home. 

Accommodation 

The accommodation varies from beautifully renovated 

former farm houses to hotels. 

Almost all have swimming pools to enjoy a cooling 

swim after a day in the saddle.  

The rooms all have private shower/loo, and some have 

a bath. The rooms mostly have two beds which are 

made up separately but pushed together, so you can 

separate as you need. 

A single supplement is payable to guarantee a single 

room. If you are willing to share, the supplement is 

payable initially and then refunded if we find you a 

sharer. 

 

Quinta de Malmedra

 


